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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to review progress in the U.S. towards a nest
generation linear collider. During 19S8, there were three wurkwhops held on linear
colliders: 1.) "Physics of Linear Colliders," in Capri, Italy, June M -18, llWSSj •».)
Suowmass 88 (Linear Collider subsection) June 27 .Inly 15, ISMS; and ;1.) SLAC
International Workshop on Next Generation Linear < 'olliricrtt, Nov. 'JS Dee. «),
19S8. To obtain detailed current information, the reader is directed to Neb, l-.'l
which arc the proceedings of each of the workshops. In addition, the Snowman
proceedings for tlje linear collider working group nre collected in Ref. 1. This
paper will concentrate on U.S. efforts and will draw hmvily from llefs, 3 and 1.
Tlitrc is also much work ongoing in oilier parts' of the world, The Soviet
Union iw planning a linear collider at Scrpnkuv which i» being designed at INP in
Novosibirsk. CEItN is working on CI.1C (CKKN Linear Collider). Finally, KKK
is actively engaged in linear collider research towards a J 1,0 (Japanese Linear
Collider). Much of this work is covered in Kefs. 1 and 3.
In thi» paper, 1 focus on reviewing the issues and progress on a next general io!!
linear collider with the general parameters shown in Table 1 The energy range h
dictated by physics with n mass reach well beyond I.I'P, although somewlial slum
of SSC The luminosity is that required to obtain 10* - 10* miils of Jtu per year.
The leneth is consistent with a site on Stanford land with collisions occtnriiig mi
tin- SLAC site; the power was determined by economic considerations, I'inally.
* Worii «U|i}H>Hnl It) ll><> i>|iMllllctlt of F V f g ) , mtl(r;\r1 DK AOfl3-7fiSl''l!051T>

Jovid'iJ talk presented at the i'tii St.M' Stiiiimer bi>fiti|ff.
MiyWrsai tho W0CV AtossAVafe, .S'laijfiinf, C'.\„ July I(> it, IM-VJ
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the technology was limilwl by the desire to have ii next generation linear collider
liv tin? next century.
Tabic 1. General parameters.
Kiicrgy

0.5 - 1.0 '1V>V in centcr-of.tiia.ss.
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Tin' basic conftgtirat ion of such a linear collider is shown in Fig. 1. Tim beam is
nccelerati-d hy an injector linac ami I lion injected into n damping ring whirl) damps
lh«* emiltaiicoof iln« twain ami provides tin* beam with appropriate intensity and
repetition raits Afterc'Xlrartiou,tiii'hunch must IM«compressed in leiifitti twice in
order to achievethe. short hunches suitable for tin' Itnac and linal focus. Th«» linac
js used tn accelerate the hcatiiH lu high energy wliih> maintaining tin* emittaiire,
Finally, llii' litial focus is usiil to funis tin* beams In a small t*[iot for collision.
'litis must yield a luniinosity with tolerable beani-lii-am t'lIW'ts (disruption and
heaiiisiraliluiift) anil imist AIMI provide a reasonably harkKrnuiul-free environment
for the detector.
ilcfoio proceeding *<» « detailed discussion «>( the linear collider tiiibsystem
Iiy subsystem, it is useful to di*tr«s*fteiiernlly(he overall lesuUrt <if the pari few
year'* activities, perhaps one of the most important ilevclnpmcnlK i* (In* iinreiifted
inti'irst in an Interim-diaie Linear ('ol)ider (U.C) with an energy of 0..1TeV in the
ri'uttT-t>f-iiiJU>s. This is « factor of two below the TeV Linear * *«*Jli'l»T M'l.C) ami
i

1

thus would icrpiire a fa. tut nf foui li>s peak power pro.iil.d lhal I In niiu'liiini.
m w the same Iciij-lli. limn Fij:. I an ll.f' could he upgradable in energy either
by Iht* addition <if power source* or hy iiirri'a»iiiK the linae length. Tic Ijomlioiic
s-liape lends iiM'lf well to intTI'AM'H in length.
If w begin the «li-.i-u*.*.iiMi of an II.C «r TM* at t!i- lower runny -nd, the
«l,itiipiiie, riiiR and bunch mmiircssor designs MI*I» relaliwly ntraii>litfotwiird with,
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however, somewhat tighter tolerances than usual. The main linar will pruhahly
have .1 stint Urn* .similar to SLAC, except at 1 times tin* fret'iioncy. The structure
will bi' nullified w i l l i In <-s coupled io waveguides in order to damp the transverse
and longitudinal highci order modes. Tins makes possihlo tin* use of multiple
hutches pel UF lill. w l i i i h increases the luminosity hy •• factor of 10 for "free."
There is no definite power source as vol. The recent demonstration of bi
nary pulse compression at SI,AC lias focused attention on mure conventional
approaches to long-pulse \,

er production. A high-power klystron is under con

st ruction at SI,AC lo feed tin- HF pujso compressor, niid llu>n* a i r many new ideas
for power sources which would drive- UF pulse compressors.
Once llic power sot -ve prohlem is solved, we tin' still loft w i t h tin* luminosity
piolilctn. Those two aspects arc only partially decoupled due to tin* two of many
handles (a hatch) per H F fill. To obtain the luinii'osily, we must im'sorve t i n

1

omittance of tin* hcain throughout thelinae, The final foniH dcmagnilics the heain
to obtain a very Hat beam at llu< final focus. The- chromatic correction Tor this is
<niitc- delicate, and tolrriinccs arc light. Finally, wo inu>t measure the IHWIII s i w at
tin- interaction point in order to tune tin* filial focus. Many of those problems can
he addressed via a model final focus At a lower energy. Towards this end, a Final
Focus Ti'sl Meant i* being const ruded at SI.AC !>y an international collaboration
of S l . A C , 1M*. K i : K . am! Orsay,
During lite S L A C Workshop in IVcoiuhor l!»SS following StuiwiiiiuWt there
wan oni' impotlaiit discovery wlijrh nhniihl he emphasized lien'

Hcaiiistralihing

+

photons create t t * paiin upon interacting with tin* opposing hunch. One particle
of tin- pair is dcflci led -tionely by the Held of (he hunch, This, in t u r n , can cause
Miious liaikgrnumi problems

litis wilt he dis. n^<d mote thniotighly in the later

sei tions of thi* jiajH'i
In the ii''\t ->ei ttoii>. I fits! iltM uss p.n.uueteri hnelly and then d i s c u s dumping
rit.gv

Tin- )>a*|i priii* ipte.^of Imtu h c o m p l e t i o n are Healed in the next Koclioii. In

t l i f M I l i o n on the limn . then* an* lliiee Mid-..-. IIL.II->

I it>i I discuss K F hliwliirc'H

and power source?., and then I move to ,t I I U M I ^ I H I I of eiinHanie preservation
in i!<e linat.

tin-. f» followed h> .i iliMii^Mi'ti of iho filial foct'i and beam beaut
1

effects. Finally, I introduce some of the issues for multilumen effects.

2. PARAMETERS
The parameters for a next-generation linear collider are far from being fixed.
However, initial studies have yielded global parameters in the neighborhood of
tho3c presented in Tabic 2. The parameters shown are for an ILC with 0.5 TeV
in the CM. To upgrade to a TLC with 1.0 TeV in the CM one can rithcr increase
the RF power by a factor of 4 or increase the length by a factor of U. With the
higher energy beams, the spot sizes will decrease, and the bcamstrahlung energy
loss increases to the level — 20%.
The interaction point geometry is given with two options: no rrab crossing
means that the crossing angle is within the diagonal angle of the bmifh. crab
crossing allows a larger angle by giving the beams a tune varying transverse kick
which causes the beams to overlap almost completely when they rross.
In the next several section* we discuss many of the issues which arc input into
the design of a linear collider such as tint presented in Table 2.

3. DAMPING RINGS
In Refs, 6 and ?, ?, Uatiheiiheiiner ft at. dismiss many of the basic design
considerations fur the damping ring. The basic parameters arc shown in Tahh' -I
1

where they are compared to those of the SI.C. The key differenc* * an* the decrease
of the horizontal emit Inner by an order of mngnit ude. t he increase of i he repel it ion
rate, and the requirement of t ft
t

v

— 100. Although asymmetrical omittances have
1

been measured in the SLC damping ring, they an .not required fur SI.C operation.
The desired repetition rale is obtained by having many batches of bunehes in
the ring. Kadi batch of 10 hunches is extracted mi one kicker pulse and accel
erated on one UF 111 I in the Hilar. The remaining batches are left in the ring to
continue damping while .n additional batch is injreted to replace the extracted
one. The threshold current refers to the threshold for the "microwave instability"
or "turbulent bunch lengthening."
5

Table 2. P.iramHiTs fur an 1LC.
ILC
General
CM energy
liiminoMty 1 0
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Table 3. Uasic parameters of the ShC and TLC
damping rings.
SLC
TLC
1 ~ 2 GeV
Energy
1.15 Gcv
Omittance, 'fix 1.0 /itnrad
1C /imrad
500 niiii ad
Omittance, "ft 30 iimrad
Repetition rate 360 Hz
180 11'/
Bunch length 1 mm
5 mm
Threshold
batches of 10
Current
bunches of 2 x 10 ° 1.5 x 1 0
v

l

108

50 Meters
Fig. *2. Schematic of the TLC damping ring

wiggle™ in straight sections.
In Tables 1 and 5, you MH> the basic parameters for the ring. The lattice
is combined function which allows the partition of the damping times to trade
horizontal damping time for longitudinal, The HF frequency for tins example is
;

necessarily l.-l (511/. since the hunch sparing in this example s about 21) cm. The
threshold impedance ( £ / H ) I is that for the microwave instability. It is quite small
due to the small momentum compaction factor, but is only about a factor of three
i

Tattle 1.

T I . C d a m p i n g ring parameter*.

Kncrgy
Length
Momentuiu compaction
Times
111* frequency
Current
T&Me r>.

An = I.SOoV
/, = 155.1 motors
r» a 0.00120
c, = 2-1.37, K, = 11.27
f
=i..ic;u .
10 hatches itf 10 hunches
>f2x 10 t /fHf
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below that

hied in (ln> Sl.C damping rings,

AnothiT key Xsprrt i>f tin* design is tin* small m t h a l omittance. The design
en lb fur nn cimttaiuV ratio t,/t

v

?•• Kill. This size emittaiice ratio is quite < otiitiioii

in «•* storage rings. lltmoLiT, the tolerances for obtaining a wuall vejtiral beam
siw at** proportional to tin* aliMititto size. In tt»*(. (i , tlmse- tolerances wtiivli
are related to maintaining the etnitt.ime ratio .no calculated. Tin- tolerances
-

presented in Set. 5 of l(el, (\ ue in tin- Itll) /tin riiii^' and eould he improved by
(

adding correction skew I|U.MIIUJHJ1I'> in lho ring.

H

4. BUNCH COMPRESSION AND PRE-ACCELERATION
In order to obtain the wry sliorl bunches necessary for the linac, il is necessary
to perforin at leasst two bunch compressions after the damping ring. Designs fur
bunch compression are presented in Hef. *) am) 10. A 1nui<*ti length or about T>[) /mi
in the linac puts a const raiut on the longitudinal omittance of the damping ring,
hi addition, during the bunch compressions, it is necessary to keep the energy
spread small to avoid the dilution of the transverse einittance. If we assume that
we can transport 1% energy spread without diluting either transverse emittance,
then at least two bunch compressions are needed. Kor example, if we consider a
J

1.8 GcV damping ring with energy spread A/i/A" — 10~ and a bunch length of
5 mm, the two compulsions ar« slw>w« in Table 6. The firsl «m* decreases the
biineh length by an order of magnitude. This is followed by a pre-avceleraliou
section to decrease the rotative energy spread in the beam by about an order of
magnitude. One must avoid an increase of energy spread due to the cosine of
the HF wave (and also due to beam loatling). If this pre-acceleraliun is done
at the present SI.AC frequency and if the hunch current is us shown in Table "J,
-

then the additional energy spread induced is about ft x II) *,

Neglecting this

small increase, the next bunch couipu'ssiou happens around IS CleV wid soives
to reduce the bunch length to about 50 /tin. This is suitable for inject ion into the
high frequency, high gvadieul tfrm'tnre.
Table (>. liunrh compression.
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The two designs shown in Kef. !> are for bunch compressors which have small
bending angles. Reference 10 presents several designs in which the bend angle for
I)

the final compressor is 1M)° as shown in Kig. 1. This low energy bend allows ea.sy
upgrades itt energy, ami ako makes il ^ossibU- to do dueei feedback to compensate
jilter from the damping ring kicker magnet.

5. LIN AC
1

Till' linac is envisioned lo he similar to tin- SI,.At" disk-loaded s l i m l i n e with a
1

fieqneney of four times tin- present SI,At frequency. 'Mir irises in the design fire
relatively larger to reduce transverse waUvtioUU, The sWucVmv may liiive other
modifications to damp hing-rangc transverse wakclield.s. This would he ilriveii hy
.-i [lower source capable .if about 000 MW/m for a 2110 MeV/m Tl.C or about 220
M W / m in the case of a KUI MiA'/ni I1X".
Tlie letuaiuder of this seiliuii is divided into three subsections. In the tits!
1

suhseclion we discuss slimiures, the second deals with 111' power smiTces, aihl
tiiutlly the third treats ciiiittaiue preservation in tin' liliac,
0.1

Sittictt'iii.s

Since the gradients being considered range from itlll MV'/in to 201) MV/m, the
lirst question thai arises is \\V breakdown. This question is heated in Kefs, M ami
12. In this paper tl, Loi'iv and .1. Wang present results ftoin numy experiments at
various frequencies If the scaling laws thus ohl Ciiiud iire extrapolated to 111 ami
17.1 till/., the bieakdowii limited smf.ue lields obtained are fitit) and SOT MV/m,
respectively. To innveri this to elh'flive aneh-rating gradient, a lediivljon Uu lor
of 2.o is typically used.

In both lases, the accelerating j»rrnIi^-rit is above 211(1

MeV/ni. However, the liieaMiieiin'iils also indicated >i^iit(i<«in' "dark eurretlls"
geiieialed hy raplllicd field emitted e|et Irons. Tlie question of I he elfei I s ol dark
iimeiit on loading an<l beam dynamic* js not yet resolved and med-. fmtlni studv
As mentioned in the Introduction, nt order to make e|fn i'iit n-" o[ tin- III

1

|)OWiT and to rtt'llieve high luminosity, it seems essential It) atieletale a Itilill of
bunches will) each till of llie |(r' slrmMire.

This le.uls to two piobleuss: [\ i

I he energy of tlie bunches in the train unis> he <u|it rolled ami i2 the li.iusterse
Mi

stability of tiio bunch train must be. ensured. Both uf these, problems are helped
greatly by (lamping higher modes (both transversa and longitudinal) in the RI

;

structure. In Rcf. 13, R. Palmer describes a technique of using slotted irises
coupled to radial waveguides to damp these modes: Q's as low as 10 20 have lnt*n
measured iti model structures. This encouraging evidence has led to a development
program at SLAC and KBK to do mure detailed studies of slotted structures.
The beam dynamics consequences of damping tin- higher modes is explored in the
section on Mnltibunrii Kffecls.
5.2

RF POWEH SOUIICKS

Before discussing results ou uowur sources, it is useful to contrast and rompwre
two basic approaches, ItF pulse compression and magnetic pulse compression.
5.2./

RF Puis*' ConiptvssUm ami Convent tona/ Klystrons

In Fig. 3(a). yon see illustrated the basic principle of RK pulse compression.
1

A long modulator pulse \» converted by n high-power, Vmi-mmvnlionn) klystron
1

or stunt other power source into HI' power with ilie same pulse width. This UK
pulse is then compressed by cleverly slicing the pulse using phase shifts and 3 db
hybrids and re-routing the portions through delay lines so that they add up at the
end to a high peak power but for a small pulse width. This scheme was invented
by D. Parkas at SLAC and is presently under experimental investigation.

With

a factor of 8 in pulse compression, a 1(10 M\V klystron could power about 3 in of
structure to achieve 100 MV/m.
In Ref, 15, P, Wilson describes ItF pulse* compression in some detail including
estimates of efficiencies. An experimental test nl SI.AC of a Wv hiss, low-power
system has been completed which yielded a factor of 3VJ power gain. ' A I(1(1 M\V,
1

ll.-l GHz "conventional" klystron, which has just been completed at SI.At , will
be used to perforin high-power tests of ,t pulse compression sy.item designed to
yield a power gain of (i.

ll

RF POWER SOURCE DEVELOPMENT
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Other 11F Sources

It is also possible to consider other sources drivt.'ii by magnetic pulse com
pressors which directly produce short, high-power RF pulsus. Out' example is a
cross-field amplifier (CFA). This device has the geometry of a magnitmn but is
configured as an amplifier rather than an oscillator. SI-AC is presently coin pitt
ing the construction of a iUO MW CI "A which will hi- lesu-d in early 1 !>!>(). This
device could also product long RF pulses lor ItF puke compression. Although it
is a large extrapolation from existing sources, it holds the promise of being much
cheaper than an equivalent power klystron.
Another interesting possible? UF source is the cluster klystron. In Itef. IS,
11. Palmer and R Miller describe a multiple beam array of "klystrmos"* which
when coupled together can give impressive results. By dividing a .single beam into
many beams shielded from each other, tin- problems of space charge tire effect ively
1

eliminated. This source could be used a* a driver for 111' pulse compression.
Alternatively, with the addition of A grid and an oil filled transmission line for
energy storage, the device could directly produce short !IF pulses. Thus far. there
has been no experimetitation; but calculations and cost estimates are encouraging.
Rather than separating the beam into separate beams, il is also possible to
consider ribbon beam geometries. One possibility, the Cigalron, is presented in
Kef, 19. This device unkes use of the lasertrou concept to produce a bunched
beam directly at the cathode. Field emitting arrays are used for the cathode while
a ribbon beam geometry is envisioned to control space charge effects. This device
is* another candidate for KF putse compression and lias an impressive efficiency
on paper. Experimental tests are presently being prepared.
To conclude this section, it seems that if high-power tests of HF pulse com
pression show positive results, there are several candidates to provide the long
pulse input HF. Such an RF source combined with KF pulse compression would
be a possible power source for an ILC or TLC which could be realized in the near
future.
13

fi.3

EMirrANrr. PIII:SKIIVATION

During tin- process of acceleration, we must take ran- not to dilnt< the emit\aiue of the Warn. Their are severnl effects which can lead lo emittaiic<> dilution.
In tin* next few Mihsrctioiis, we discuss .1 few of tin* iimst important effects.
.'»..•{ \

rinom.Wir A7/i•••(.-•

1 In* lilanie ntalion tif tin- central trajectory 111 a liuac i;in «,oise dilution i>f
tin- riled ive <>milt;tiirf of tile lieam.

If we liist consider .1 culierenl liet.itiuti

oscillation down the liniK*. then to 1«> absolutely safe, uv must n-ipiire lli.it ii In'
small compared to tin* licain size, If I In- spread in hetatroii pha.se ad value is imi
too large, then this tolerance is iiiciva.M'd to perhaps I wire I lie heaut si/e fur the
rase shown in TaMr '*.
Tin* chromatic effect of a cotreitrd tiajrriory is ratln 1 dilhniit. In iliis r,iM>,
it is 1 lie- distance hetwern an emit am) a corrector wlii* Ii iiiiitti'i>, ami lIn' ell'i1 is
partially caini'l yielding a growth <x y^V

(MI)l

|. This yit-lils a iol<iancf mi ina^ncl

misalignment llie order of 'JO to 30 limes the hrain size in the lin.ic (ahont 'ill ;on)
1

for tlu case in Tahle 1. This is also 1 In- tolerance on HI'M iuoa>utem< nts. If tinphase advance of the liuac or some subsection is not loo lame, (hen tins yi< Ms a
linear coifetalioii of position with momentum (dispersion) whii.h can, m prim ip|<«.
In- rorn-cifd since it 11oeti not vary in lime. Tlierefote, it may lie possiMr lo have
looser tolerances if such correction is provided.
5.ill'

7iv«isvrr,sc lV,ifcefi'eIu\s an*/ HSS iXi/Jip/ng

Tin* Wakefield left l>y tlie I lead of it hunch of particles, if it is olfset in I lie
structure, deflects the t a i l If tin* transverse oscillations of the dead and tail have
the .same wave miniher, the tail is driven on resonance. This leads lo giowlh of
the tail of the hunch."
damping.'

Tins effect can he controlled hy a technique called HNS

Tin* hunch is given a hrad-to-tail energy correlation so that the tail

is At lower energy. The offset of the head liy an amount i induces i\ deflecting
force o» the tail away from the axis. The tail, however, feels an additional foice
U

AKx, where A A' is the difference in focusing strength. These two forces CAII be
arranged to cancel, thereby keeping the coherence of the bunch as a whole. For
the destgua shown in Tabic S, the spread in energy {or BNS damping is nwdi less
than 1%. This correlation can be accomplished by moving the bunch slightly on
the RP wave to obtain a linear variation across the bunch.
Recently, DNS damping lias been tested at the SI..C with great success,

It

is now part of normal operating procedure.
5.3.3

Jitter

In order to maintain collisions at the interaction point, the bunch must not
move very much from pulse to pulse. Since the optics of the final focus also
demagnify this jitter, the tolerance is always set by the local beam divergence
compared to the variation of sonic angular kick. The jitter tolerance on the
damping ring kicker is thus related to the divergence of the beam at that point.
This is discussed in Ucf, 6. At the injection point to the linac, tile offset caused
by this jitter must be small compared to the local beam size.
If all the quiidrupoles in the linac arc vibrating in a random way, the effects
accumulate down tin* linac and the orbit offset grows « y/N ^.
qu

This sets tin;

tolerance on the random motion of <juadrupolcs to he much smaller than the beam
size. In th« examples in Table % tin* random jitter tolerances are. ~ 0,01 jftu. On
the other hand, tolerances for correlated effects are nn order of magnitude less
1

severe. In cither cast , ibis sine motion from pulse-Uvpulse is unlikely due U> the
lar^c repetition rate of the collider. More gradual motion, which is larger, ran be
corrected with feedback.
Jitter in HI*' kicks can cause ximilar effects. These effects ran be reduced by
reducing the DC component of the \XV kick by eliminating asymmetries in couplers
and by careful alignment of structures.

ir>

5.3.4

Coupling

Finally, we discuss coupling of the horizontal and vertical einitl.ince. Tin*
beam size ratio in the linnc is 10:1. The tolerance on random rotations Tor a flat
beam is given by

For tbc example shown in Table 2, the riglit-linwl side is about 3 mrad; thin is
straightforward to achieve. If the errois are not random, larger rolatiuiis ran
indeed result; however, because the Wain size is so sn«all, tin- rhVrts are very
linear. Thi& iiieans that skew quadrupoles can be used eirectively as correction
elements. Certainly, in the final focus, skew quads will be AH integral part of the
tuning procedure to obtain flat beams,

6. FINAL FOCUS
The final focus, as described in the parameters in Table 2, is a Hat beam
filial focus with a crossing angle. The purpose of the llat beam is to increii.se the
luminosity while controlling Iwanisirahhuifi and disruption. The erussiiu* angle is
to allow different size apertures for the incoming and outline, beam. Another
invention, "crab-wise missing", discussed in Uef. ft, allow* i\ muHi larger CUIMM-MIK
allele than the diagonal angle of the hunch. AH discussed in Hef. f» and in Itef. £t,
+

this type of geometry may now be essential due to the production of e r " pairs
by heamstrahlmif; photons in the field of I he hunches.
C.l

FINAL FOCUS

O n e s AND T"I,K»AN«:I;S

Thi' first job in tin- final fonts is to ilema^uify tin* brain in piovide a mindl
spot for collbion, Tlu* design for such n system is pteseiiti-d in Hef. 'l-\ by K, Oide.
This is a flat beam final funis which achieves the paramrtein shown in Table'J fur
vertical and horizontal beam size. The vert teal size is limited by a fiindainenlnl
constraint "the Oide limit" due to the synchrotron radiation in the linal doiibh't
in

coupled to the chromatic effect of a quadriipole. Tin* (piadmpole grndiouls neces
sary arc very high and itt Oide's design are obtained by conventional inm magnets
willi 1 nun pole-to-pole distance. Tolerances are very (igllt in such a liual focus.
The most restrictive viliralioti tolerance is on the final doublet which must lie
stable pulse-to pulse to about 1 urn.
Since vibration of the final doublet is tin- most serious problem, it is considered
ill some detail in Kef. 25. In this paper, it is shown that passive vibration isolation
sit-ins to be mote than adequate to handle the vibrations above 10 \\/. ;it the high
frequency end. For low frequencies, an iiilcrferninelrii' feedback sysiem can be
used to control motion to about 1 /an. Dram Meeting feedback can I lieu he used
to control slow variations in the 1 mil to I /mi region.
0.2

BI:AM-ISI;AM E I T K I T S

When a small hunch of electrons collides with a small bunch of positrons,
the fields of one bunch focus the other causing disruption. Since the opposing
particles are strongly bent, ihey also emit radiation called beamstrahliing. These
are the two basic beam-beam elFccts. The disrupt ton enhances the luminosity
by a small amount while the beaiuslralihing causes significant energy loss during
collision and increases the effective momentum spread for physics. These issues
arc discussed in more detail in IM. 23,
In addition, there are several other important effects which should be men
tioned here. If the beams arc offset relative to each other, a kink instability
develops. This effect actually causes the luminosity to be U\ss sensitive to uuVt*
because the beams attract each other and collide anyway when tin? disruption is
not too severe. There is also a nutltibunch kink instability which is more serious
since it can cause the trailing bunches to miss each other entirely. This places
restrictions on tike product of the vertical and horizontal disruption per bunch.
The final section of ltef. 23 is an addendum added after the SLAC Workshop
in Dec. 19S8. Ax mentioned earlier itt the Introduction, it was discovered that
the bt-amstrahhmg photons pair-produce in the coherent field of the bunch*
The corresponding incoherent process has been known for some time, but its
17

+

importance has only just been realized.

The problem is thai low energy e c ~

pairs ;tre produced in an oxtioiiiely strong held win* h then <N'(lt'Cts the charge of
tin- appropriate Mj;n while confining I ho other. This leads lu large angular kicks,
as mentioned earlier in Section "J,
Tlie.sc stray partnlcs can lead to more hackgiound piohlem*, which must lie
addu-ssed hy fin I iter iuieiaititm lmiut design. In lief 1, it i> suggested dial crab< tossing combined wilh large oossing angles and solenoid.d holds would allow one
!•> > haiinel these >d«'it um> out tliiough a large I'Sil hole to a lie.nn dump. Kuilher
sitidies of this option have indicated thai crossing angles in the i.mge :il) Hill nirad
would he in'ce.ssary to avoid pailicle impact in the d e t e d o i .
The inoasuieinonl of the tinal spot si^e is an i'\itriin'ly important, hut as yet
unsolved, problem. From SI.C experreiiee, it is probably possible to use lieamhe.im elTecls to minimize >|mt sizes. However, tor the initial tune up of the liital
focus, a single beam method is almost essential.

There was some initial work

done at the workshop in dune HISS hi Capri, Italy which was also reported nl the
32

SI,AC workshop, * In addition, pieliminaiy results wire presented at the SI.AC
woikshop on the use of heauislralihiug from mi ionized gas jet!

Iteceutly, there

have been studies on the detection of the ions from a gas jet after beam passage,'

7. MULTIBU.\CII EFFECTS
1

As mentioned earlier, in order to efficiently extract energy from tin' HI* to
obtain high luminosity, it is essential lu have many bunches per RF fill. This,
however, leads to transverse beam breakup. T h e invention of damped structures
discussed ill Section .1,1 helps but does not completely solve the pioblem for the
liuac. U is also iiocessi.ry to tunc the frequency of the first dipole mode of the
accelerating structure,

In Hoi, !if> the problem of inullibiinching is traced all the

way through the linear collider subsystem by subsystem. Damped accelerating
cavities are required for the main linac and tho damping rings, while other systems
can gel by with very strong focusing. Thus, from the transverse point of view,
stability seems possible.
IB

In addition* it is necessary to control tiic energy spread from bunch to bunch
3

very precisely {<\ILJH & 10" ). Tina can be accomplished by injecting the hunches
be~>rc the RF structure is full to match the extraction or energy by the bunches i«
the incoming energy as the structure Tills. This leads to tight tolerances on phase
and amplitude of the RF, as well as tight control of the pulse-to-pulse number of
37

particles in a hutch of bunches.

However, the benelUx of multibuiic.liinf, seem to

far outweigh any diflicttltiiss they impose due to the order of magnitude increase
in iimiinosi-.,.

8. OUTLOOK
During the past few years, there has la-en tremendous progress towards a next
generation linear collider. We now have a much clearer picture of how to obtain
both the energy and luminosity required. An important development this past
year was the increased interest in an ILC, that is, a linear collider with 0.f> TeV
in the CM which would be upgradable to 1,0 TeV with additional power sources
<»r length. Wc -.vill probably see the development of a power source and structure
during the next couple of years, This would yield the energy of the collider; what
about the luminosity?
Designs of damping rings, biim'h compressors and focus systems will con
tinue. Studies of DNS damping in the linnc and eimttaure dilution will continue
both experimentally with the SI.0 am) theoretically for the next generation highfrequency liune. However, to really understand tolerances, new measurement tech
niques, and linid focus optics, it i> probably essential to build a si de mode) liti.il
focus at SbC energy. This is being planned at SI.AC (Final Funis Test Heain)
and is being supported as a collaborative effort of .SI,AC. 1NI\ KFk, ami Orsay.
One kt" aspect of all linear collider design is background tonlu.b With the
4

discovery of the swarm of i 1 ~ pairs produced at the iuteiactioii point, there now
umls to be detailed study of interaction point design to control backgrounds
This effort is underway at Sl.AC and KKK.
hi

To conclude, it looks like w« arc on the path towards a next generation linear
collider and with proper funding of tt&D over tli«* next few years we may siv a
detailed conceptual design in llw early I'JDtt's.
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